


“Many drops make a bucket, many buckets make a pond, many ponds 
make a lake and many lakes make an ocean” 

– Percy Ross, American Philanthropist and Entrepreneur
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Sustainability has been vital to Badger Meter since our founders invented the frost-
proof water meter in 1905. That invention helped people measure their water use 
even during the harsh months of winter in Wisconsin. Today, our smart metering and 
flow instrumentation solutions help municipal utilities and a wide range of industries 
throughout the world measure virtually anything that moves through a pipe. In the 
process, we deliver long-term value to our customers, employees and investors 
by providing solutions that help manage and conserve the world’s most 
precious natural resources.

As a corporation, Badger Meter pursues continuous improvement initiatives in three 
major sustainability categories:

• OUR PRODUCTS help save water and other natural resources through our highly accurate metering and 
analytics solutions.

• OUR OPERATIONS include socially responsible supply chain practices and responsible use of resources in  
the management of our facilities.  

• OUR PEOPLE are a major source of strength and together we strive to cultivate and maintain a healthy, 
productive and engaged workforce while contributing to the communities and industries in which we are a part.

We are proud of our success and the progress we continue to make. Our sustainability team and the company as 
a whole remain dedicated to helping our customers efficiently use resources, to practice what we preach in our 
operations, and through our dedicated and engaged workforce we continue to make our company and the world a 
more vibrant place.

This report highlights our long-term goals and some of our sustainability successes from 2017. We hope you find the 
information useful, and I welcome your comments and questions.

All the best,
Ken Bockhorst

President, Badger Meter

PRESIDENT
MESSAGE FROM THE
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At Badger Meter, business success and sustainability go hand in hand. Using the Financial 
Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) guidelines referenced in its annual survey as a measure, 
sales of green products accounted for 87 percent of our total revenue in 2017. 

Those sales were driven by our solutions for smart water management, smart building and 
smart metering for industrial processes. Municipal water accounted for the lion’s share of 
green revenue (76 percent), followed by “other” water (6 percent), wastewater (3 percent), 
and HVAC (2 percent).

Equipping Consumers 
with Tools to Fight 
Water Loss

A recent study conducted by 
researchers at California State 
University San Marcos used 
a large-scale deployment of 
our cloud-based BEACON® 
Advanced Metering Analytics 
software coupled with 
ORION® Cellular endpoints 
to measure the effectiveness 
of smart metering in helping 
85,000 residential water utility 
customers identify and stop 
leaks.

Each household was provided 
access to EyeOnWater®, our 
secure online portal that gives 
residential customers access to 
their water usage history, along 
with a leak-detection algorithm 
to monitor consumption 
patterns and send alerts when 
a potential leak has been 
detected.

Analysis showed that homes 
accessing the customer portal 
were less likely to have a leak. 
And when a leak did occur, 
it was repaired more quickly 
than it would have been by a 
similar household that had not 
signed up for EyeOnWater. 
These results provide strong 
evidence for the value of leak 
detection analytics and alerts 
at minimizing water loss and 
damage due to leaks. The 
researchers further calculated 
the potential water savings for 
this one utility at 100 million 
gallons annually.

PRODUCTS
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Badger Meter products help people around the world measure and manage their most 
precious resources. Our metering and analytics technologies, along with our flow 
measurement and control products, help municipal water utilities and a wide range of industrial 
customers accurately gauge how much water, oil, gas, and other fluids they use so they can 
use them more efficiently.

As a leading manufacturer of water metering solutions, we’ve seen first-hand how our products 
result in overall water savings. Equipping utilities and their customers with accurate and timely 
visibility into actual consumption helps them identify and stop potentially costly leaks. With a 
roughly 30 percent share of the North American water metering market, Badger Meter has and 
will continue to have enormous impact on water conservation. 

5+ billion gallons of water are saved annually as a 

result of our residential water meters. 

(Source: 2017 Company Estimates)
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The American Water Works Association has estimated that installing a water meter will 
reduce a consumer’s usage by approximately 20 percent. 

A better understanding of actual consumption is proven to have an effect on how much water a household will then actually use. 
Given that the average U.S. household uses 300 gallons of water per day (EPA), metering has an enormous impact on total 
water consumption. 

Water saved also leads directly to energy savings—a significant component of a utility’s expenses—and in turn the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from power generation. For example, 5 billion gallons of water saved results in 7.8 tons* of 
CO2 reduction annually.
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Socially Responsible Supply Chain
Badger Meter sources components and materials from companies that share our 
values and commitment to human rights, ethics and environmental responsibility. 
We support an industry-wide approach to addressing social responsibility throughout 
the supply chain and are using the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Guidelines as a framework for due diligence.

In addition, Badger Meter continues to meet its obligations as it relates to Conflict 
Minerals legislation. Badger Meter is also committed to compliance with the California 
Transparency in Supply Chain Act, which requires retailers and manufacturers doing 
business in California to disclose efforts to eradicate slavery and human trafficking in 
their supply chains.

Recycled Materials
Not only do our products enable more sustainable use of natural resources, the way 
we build products helps conserve resources. Our bronze metering products contain 
more than 98 percent recycled material, made from 7 million pounds of scrap brass 
purchased annually. This virtually eliminates the need for newly mined copper in the 
manufacturing of our bronze products.

Responsible Resource Use
 
 
 
 
In addition, Badger Meter operates in an environmentally responsible manner and 
adheres to sound environmental management practices. We continually strive to 
exceed regulatory compliance and help protect the environment in the communities 
in which we conduct business. As a manufacturer of products that help the world 
manage and conserve resources, Badger Meter recognizes it is important to practice 
sustainability in our own operations and facility management.

Product Quality 
and Safety 

Badger Meter provides value 
to its customers through its 
dedication to continuous 
improvement in our products, 
processes and people.

Using a regimented system 
of policies and procedures 
helps us maintain ISO 
90001 certification for quality 
management, which in turn 
builds customer trust and 
confidence. Our software 
solutions adhere to strict quality 
and security standards. For 
example, BEACON Advanced 
Metering Analytics and 
AquaCUE® Flow Measurement 
Manager software solutions, 
along with EyeOnWater 
customer engagement 
software, comply with Service 
Organization Control 2 (SOC 2) 
and reporting framework ISO 
270001 for data security.

OPERATIONS
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Solar Array Provides 
Renewable Energy 
to Brown Deer 
Headquarters
 
Installed late in 2017, our new 
solar panel array consists of 
2,640 panels and covers nearly 
two acres of manufacturing roof 
area. When it was installed, the 
array was one of the top ten 
largest of its kind in Wisconsin. 
It is expected to produce 
812,900 kilowatt hours per 
year of renewable energy, or 11 
percent of our annual electricity 
needs. At the same time, the 
array helps reduce our overall 
carbon emissions.

Total energy usage in 2017 
increased by 915,000 kilowatt 
hours when compared to 
usage in 2016. Indexed to 
sales, however, energy usage 
decreased by 1.2 percent. 
A portion of our electricity 
consumption – 0.07 percent – is 
from renewable sources and 
99.03 percent is from non-
renewable sources. Since our 
solar array was installed very 
late in the year, we anticipate 
our renewable energy resource 
use to increase next year.

Energy Usage
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Energy Consumption
Our energy efficiency efforts help us support operational optimization by producing 
cost savings from decreased energy consumption. While our long-term energy 
consumption has been trending downwards thanks to our use of LED lighting, 
renewable energy sources and variable frequency drives, we continuously look for 
opportunities to save energy in our facilities.

Our Goal – To reduce each of the following by 3 percent or more per year:
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Our waste-to-landfill 
reduction program 
has reduced our 
landfill contribution 
significantly

We continue to improve this 
program and communicate its 
importance to employees. We 
work to improve our recycling 
of plastic, cardboard and other 
materials, and strive to find 
downstream uses for these 
materials. For example, a 
portion of our plastic is reused 
as fuel pellets. 
 
Our total solid waste in 2017 
increased by 39 tons when 
compared to 2016. Indexed to 
sales, the landfill solid waste 
increased by 1.5 percent. 

Waste
Our operations produce various waste types: solid waste, universal waste, non-
hazardous, and hazardous waste. Solid waste is the garbage that goes to the 
landfill. Universal waste is waste that can be recycled such as batteries and lamps. 
Non-hazardous waste consists of other industrial byproducts that are deemed not 
hazardous. We are committed to proper disposal of waste as to not adversely affect 
our surrounding communities. 
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*In 2017, there was a one-time large 
non-hazardous waste disposal.
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Solid Waste
Waste that ends up in landfills can negatively affect local communities and the environment. Badger Meter 
continuously works to reduce our impact through a waste-to-landfill reduction program. This program benefits our 
business and contributes to a circular economy.

Solid Waste
Tons of Waste

1,261
997 1,036

2015 2016 2017

Indexed Solid Waste
Tons of Waste per Million Dollars of Sales

3.34

2.53
2.57

2015 2016 2017

Solid Waste Indexed Solid Waste

Water Consumption
Managing water resources responsibly is integral to our business and to our operations. For example, water plays 
an important role in our quality process. Every meter must pass a strict regimen of tests before it is sent to our 
customers. Those tests involve passing varying amounts of water through each meter, with larger meters requiring 
more water for testing than smaller meters. In 2017 we continued our investment in processes that reduce water 
consumption, utilizing standardized recycled water in our testing operations. While our total water usage in 2017 
increased by 240,000 gallons, when indexed to sales, it decreased by 1.3 percent compared to 2016. 
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Employee Health and Safety
We’ve made it our mission to provide all our employees with a safe and healthy work environment. To achieve this 
mission, management established an extensive program that includes incentives that promote safe behavior. An 
employee safety committee assists in identifying and eliminating hazards in the workplace, and bulletin boards 
located throughout our manufacturing plants communicate the importance of safe behavior, hazard identification and 
elimination. We have continued to reduce our TCIR and lost time rates over the past several years, with a goal to 
reduce TCIR below 1.0 by next year.

Employee Tenure
Municipal water utilities make up a large majority of our customer base. Our water metering systems are installed 
for the long-term, making deep industry knowledge and long-term customer relationships an important part of our 
business. As a result, we work hard to provide employees with opportunities to build long and successful careers at 
Badger Meter. Our dedicated and engaged workforce is the key to the industry-leading service we provide. At Badger 
Meter, we had a 17.4 percent employee turnover rate in 2017.

We are proud of the long tenure of our workforce and celebrate employees with 

25 or more years of service at an annual dinner.

PEOPLE
OUR

Safety Score
Data

Total Recordable 
Case Incident Rate

Lost Time 
Case Rate

2015 3.54 0.84

2016 2.91 1.71

2017 2.21 0.34
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Employee Development
Just as our company motto Every Drop Counts states, every one of our employees 
counts too. Badger Meter believes its people are a major source of its strength. As 
such, we are committed to the continuous development of our workforce. We regard 
human knowledge, ingenuity, dedication, and loyalty as our most vital resources. 
To cultivate and foster those qualities, directors, managers, supervisors, and team 
leads participate in our custom Nx Level Leadership training program, which is aimed 
at driving consistent management techniques and skills. In addition, all employees 
have access to robust online training tailored to the needs of each department. 
We encourage our people to take advantage of those programs and enhance their 
skills. This not only enhances their development opportunities, it also helps maintain 
engaged and productive teams.

Badger Meter encourages employee development at all levels. Our tuition 
reimbursement program provides employees with an opportunity for financial 
assistance in paying for courses of study that relate to their current or possible future 
work. Our program encourages eligible employees to seek voluntarily, and on their 
own initiative, additional training and education which will benefit both the employee 
and Badger Meter. 

Active, Engaged Workforce
Badger Meter employees choose to work for and stay with the company for a variety 
of reasons, including to help protect the world’s most precious resources. The positive 
environmental impact of our products plays a key role in that regard, as does the 
opportunity to serve the communities and industries in which we participate.

We encourage officers, directors and employees alike to take part in civic 
opportunities. In addition to active employee participation fundraising campaigns, 
including annual support for United Way and the United Performing Arts Fund, 
Badger Meter employees engage in a wide range of other environmental, social and 
educational initiatives. Here are just a few of the organizations, events and causes we 
regularly support:

Nogales Facility 
Benefits Community 
with “Social Kaizen” 
Initiatives

Fifteen years ago the 
30-employee manufacturing 
Kaizen group at our Nogales, 
Mexico manufacturing facility 
decided to also focus their 
continuous improvement 
talents on community projects. 
These are varied, including the 
maintenance and cleaning of 
parks and sports grounds, the 
cleaning and painting of streets 
and walls, the maintenance of 
green areas, etc. To date, the 
group has completed more 
than 50 projects. They recently 
established a goal of completing 
at least one project per month. 
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Education
• Marquette University: Bridge to Business for Engineers
• Brown Deer, Wisconsin Schools Partnership
• STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) Day – Brown Deer, Wisconsin Schools
• Youth Apprenticeship Program (Racine & Milwaukee, WI)
• SYS-STEM Program with University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee

 
Community and Industry Involvement

• The Water Council (Founding Member)
• Rock the Green – Near Zero-Waste Music Festival
• NEWaukee –helps companies attract and retain young professional talent

Global Water Council
Rich Meeusen, our chairman and CEO, co-founded The Water Council in 2007 (formally incorporated in 2009) and 
currently co-chairs the organization’s board of directors. Since 2007, Milwaukee has grown into a magnet for the 
water industry, and The Water Council has developed as a leader in water technology economic development thanks 
to strong industry, government, community, and academic support.
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Compliance:
Code of Conduct
Badger Meter’s Code of Conduct reaffirms our commitment to integrity as the 
cornerstone for behavior of Badger Meter employees and all others who act on our 
behalf. Badger Meter is committed to conducting business in compliance with the letter 
and spirit of the law and other accepted standards of business conduct reflected in our 
corporate and company policies.

Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption
Badger Meter’s Code of Conduct specifies that “No Badger Meter employee anywhere 
in the world may engage in bribery of any government official. Further, Badger Meter 
employees will not directly or indirectly solicit or accept any kind of payments or 
contributions for the purpose of influencing any business relationships.”

All Badger Meter employees must receive Code of Conduct training annually.
Badger Meter employees, with the exception of certain manufacturing employees, 
must also complete Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) training annually.  

Ethics Hotline
Badger Meter provides easy and anonymous ways for employees to report ethical 
employment and compliance violations by the Company or its employees, contractors 
and business partners. All reports are thoroughly investigated and referred for action 
to the appropriate person or department. The phone number and email address for the 
Ethics Hotline is located on the employee intranet and on bulletin boards throughout 
the company. No employee’s relationship with the Company will be adversely affected 
as a result of raising a legal or ethical issue, whether through the Ethics Hotline or 
otherwise. There will be no retaliation.

Board of Directors Oversight
The Corporate Governance Committee of the Board of Directors, annually reviews the Code 
of Conduct and related training plan, FCPA and Ethics Hotline Processes/Procedures.

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors reviews all reported illegal or 
unethical activities.

Ethics Hotline

Board of Directors

Code of Conduct

Anti-Bribery and
Anti-Corruption
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Badger Meter is a corporate leader in promoting and enabling sustainability. Through our customers’ worldwide 
use of our metering and flow instrumentation products, our sustainable manufacturing practices, the responsible 
management of corporate facilities, and our dedicated workforce, Badger Meter makes a large, measurable impact in 
helping the world conserve its most precious natural resources.

SUMMARY
REPORT
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Trademarks appearing in this document are the property of their respective entities. Due to 
continuous research, product improvements and enhancements, Badger Meter reserves the right 
to change product or system specifications without notice, except to the extent an outstanding 
contractual obligation exists. © 2018 Badger Meter, Inc. All rights reserved.

www.badgermeter.com

Making Water Visible®


